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CHAPTER III

METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

3.1 Type of Research

Library research plays an important role in research because it contains

several steps such as identifying, analyzing, and developing the findings, so it makes

the findings increased (Hart & Kleinveldt, 2011). For this research the writer decided

to apply a formalistic approach to describe the conflicts and the ways the main

character deals with them, and took account of an objective criticism, so as to answer

the purposes of the character to write his biography.

3.2 Method of Data Collection

The writer applied library research to collect the data for this study because

the library research implicates the writer to read, to identify, and to analyze the

literary work deeply. A formalistic approach was used to pay attention to the conflicts

experienced by Nick and his objectives in writing his biography.

3.2.1. Source

The primary source for this research is a biography  entitled “Life Without

Limits Inspiration For A Ridiculously Good Life “ by Nick Vujicic  Below are the

details of the primary source
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Type/ Genre : Biography

Author : Nick Vujicic

Year of Publication : 2010

Publisher : Doubleday.

City : New York

3.2.2.  Procedure of Data Collection

There were several steps the writer takes in collecting the research data. The

first steps the writer read the biography several times thoroughly, from skinning  to

scanning.  The purpose is the writer has a general idea of  what the book is all about.

The second step was   that while scanning the book, the writer took note of the

intrinsic elements in the book, especially the conflicts Nick experiences. At  the same

time, the  writer also took  note on how he overcomes each conflict. The third step, in

order to make the writing process much easier later, the writer made a table

containing conflicts, and how the character deals with them. The fourth step, an

activity that the writer could also do during the first and third step, was reading

articles or journals relevant to the discussion of conflicts in literature. Other sources

of information like YouTube videos enrich the writer's knowledge on the subject

matters.
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3.3. Method of Data Analysis

As said in the scope of the study and some other sections of this paper, the

writer for the most part only focuses on the conflicts and how the character deals with

them. The table that the writer creates in the third step of procedure of data collection

is of great help in doing  her analysis. The writer then only needs to expand and give

more information and analysis on the types of conflict and how the character deals

with them. For question number two, the writer gives an emphasis on the pragmatic

aspects of the book writing. Reading the book thoroughly and carefully enables the

writer to identify and write Nick’s aims in writing his biography.
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